INTRODUCTION

This newly released catalogue aimed at the REHABILITATION sector shows our wide range of Mechanotherapy and Hydrotherapy products designed to meet the requirements of the most demanding Physiotherapy practices.

Our prestige, backed up by years of experience, warrants excellent service, performance and reliability.

On making our Rehab Product Catalogue available to you, we first wish to thank you in advance for your interest and hope our offer can suit all your needs. MEDICAL IBÉRICA, S.A. would be very happy indeed if you join our list of customers.
MECHANOTHERAPY AND MASSAGE
WOODEN SHOULDER WHEEL

FEATURES
• Rudder-like wheel with spokes for shoulder exercises.
• Adjustable height and resistance.
• Size (Diameter): 80 cm
• Height adjustment: 60 cm

METAL SHOULDER TRAINING WHEEL

FEATURES
• For shoulder exercises, with adjustable height and resistance.
• Size (Diameter): 100 cm
• Height adjustment: 60 cm

SINGLE-SECTION WALL BARS

FEATURES
• Natural colour varnished beechwood structure.
• Complete with safety fixing kit.
• Size (cm): 250 high x 100 wide

DOUBLE-SECTION WALL BARS

FEATURES
• Natural colour varnished beechwood structure.
• Complete with safety fixing kit.
• Size (cm): 250 high x 200 wide

SHOULDER-FINGER LADDER EXERCISER

FEATURES
• Natural colour varnished beechwood 24-step ladder.
• Total length: 95 cm
• Width: 5.5 cm

SHOULDER TRAINING LADDER

FEATURES
• For shoulder exercises, made of natural colour varnished beechwood
• 10 round rungs
• Total length: 90 cm
• Total width: 19 cm
• Distance between rungs: 7.5 cm
• Depth: 3 cm
MDM0017 UNIVERSAL HAND TABLE WITH FOOT SYSTEM

FEATURES
- Table specially designed to rehabilitate the muscles of the hand.
- Resistance-adjustable unit for wrist pronation and supination.
- Adjustable inertia balance weights.
- Adjustable and removable U-armrest.
- Exerciser balls in variable sizes and hardness.
- Wrist flexion/extension unit, resistance-adjustable in two positions.
- Adjustable foot pedal system with incorporated sandal connected to inertia wheel with ballast-controlled counterweights, resistance adjustable.
- Overall size (cm): 132cm high x 60cm wide x 120cm long
- Table size (cm): Height 82 x Width 60 x Length 95

MDM0018 WALL-MOUNTED PRONATION/SUPINATION DEVICE

FEATURES
- Rustproof chromium-plated steel construction.
- Resistance adjustment by silent braking bearing system.
- To exercise the wrist, with or without resistance.

MDM0019 WALL-MOUNTED FLEXION-EXTENSION DEVICE

FEATURES
- Rustproof chromium-plated steel structure.
- Varnished wooden roll. Resistance adjustment by bearing system with silent ferodo brake pads.
- Effort adjustment.

MDM0020 WRIST EXERCISER WITH GRIP

FEATURES
- For wrist circumduction.
- Stainless steel spring on a natural colour varnished beechwood support.
- To exercise spiral movements with the wrist.
MDM0050A STAIRS WITH ADJUSTABLE RAMP

FEATURES
• Made up of two modules for walking exercises.
• Includes four-step stairs and non-slip coated ramp.
• With individually height adjustable handrails.
• Stairs size (LxWxH) (cm): 140 x 66 x 130.
• Ramp size (LxWxH) (cm): 200 x 66 x 70.

MDM0115 CERVICAL TRACTION DEVICE

FEATURES
• Polyester-resin coated steel wire grating, RAL colour finish.
• Complete with head halter, pulleys, rope and a set of sand weight bags of each 1, 2, 3 and 4 kg.
• Size (cm): Width 66 x Depth 46 x Height 18.

MDM0116 ACTIVE-PASSIVE RANGE-OF-MOTION PULLEY

FEATURES
• Polyester-resin coated steel wire grating, RAL colour finish.
• Complete with handles, rope and pulleys.
• Size (cm): Width 66 x Depth 46 x Height 18.
MDM0037 SET OF 3-METRE PARALLEL BARS

FEATURES
• 3-metre parallel bars for walking exercises.
• Epoxy-resin coated steel construction.
• Height adjustable.
• Epoxy-resin painted metal base.

MDM0036 SET OF 2-METRE PARALLEL BARS

MDM0038 SET OF 3.5-METRE PARALLEL BARS

MDM0046 ROLLING GRIDDED MIRROR

FEATURES
• For walking exercises.
• Varnished beechwood frame, castor-mounted chromium-plated steel base.
• Backward and forward tilting mirror.
• Glass size (cm): 142 high x 62 wide
• Overall size (cm): Height 170 x Width 90 x Depth 15
MOBILE TWIN ELECTRIC MOTOR TILT COUCH (Without straps)

FEATURES
• For spine exercises and postural drainage.
• Epoxy-polyester coated tubular steel construction.
• One motor lifts the couch horizontally, the other controls its inclination.
• Angle and height adjustable footrest with independent drive.
• Side rails for strapping and security grips on either sides.
• Castor-mounted undercarriage, with lever-operated feet.
• Horizontal section lift: from 50 to 96cm. Tilt from 0° to 90°.
• Size (cm): Width 62 x Length 200

MDM0110 TWO-SEAT QUADRICEPS BENCH FOR CERVICAL TRACTION AND RANGE OF MOTION

FEATURES
• Colson two-seat bench with removable, polyester-resin coated overhead suspension grating in RAL colour finish.
• Height and depth adjustable, removable, padded and upholstered seat back.
• Complete with three grooved steel weights (two of each 1.5kg and one of 1kg), rope, pulleys and sandals.

MDM0112 ONE-SEAT QUADRICEPS BENCH FOR CERVICAL TRACTION AND RANGE OF MOTION
ELECTRIC TRACTION COUCH

**FEATURES**
- Epoxy-resin coated steel construction.
- Lever-operated castor-mounted undercarriage.
- Adjustable electric lift.
- Comprises three sections, two of which are movable on rails that move along the sides of the couch.
- Imitation leather upholstered rubber-foam cushions.
- Traction unit mount.
- Telescopic support system of traction unit and traction bar to vary the angle of pull.

MDM0065 LEG REST
MDM0066 PELVIS STRAP
MDM0067 THORAX STRAP
MDM0068 SET TRACTION HARNESS
MDM0069 TRACTION PILLOW
MDM0070 CERVICAL TRACTION KIT
MDM0071 SET OF 3 LEG STRAPS

FIXED-HEIGHT TRACTION COUCH

**FEATURES**

MACHINERY AND MASSAGE

MDM0058 ELECTRONIC TRACTION MACHINE

**FEATURES**
- Wall mount (for cervical traction) or benchtop mount (for lumbar traction). For correct machine calibration, it is essential to know the place of installation.
- Electronic control for accurate and reliable traction.
- Traction force range: 0 to 99 kg.
- Treatment time adjustable from 0 to 60 minutes.
- Intermittent traction adjustment by potentiometers from 0 to 60 seconds, with digital display of setting.
- Safety switch to stop traction by simply pressing a button.

MDM0020 SPREADER BAR
MDM0021 HEAD HALTER
**MDM0054 BILATERAL PULLEY SYSTEM**

**FEATURES**
- For combined exercises of both upper limbs.
- With epoxy-resin coated steel wall mount. Complete with weights, pulleys, nylon ropes with chromium-plated grips. (Per pulley: 3 weights of each 0.5kg, 1kg, 1.5kg).

---

**MDM0054A SINGLE PULLEY SYSTEM**

**FEATURES**
- To exercise the upper limbs.

---

**MDM0077 MASSAGE AND TREATMENT TABLE**

**FEATURES**
- Steel structure.
- Adjustable headrest with breathing hole.
- Body section with groove for strapping.
- Size (cm): Length 183 x Width 61 x Height 75.

---

**MDM0077A MASSAGE AND TREATMENT TABLE**

**FEATURES**
- Beechwood frame.
- Adjustable headrest with breathing hole.
- Body section with groove for strapping.
- Size (cm): Length 183 x Width 61 x Height 75.

---

**MDM0074 TREATMENT TABLE**

**FEATURES**
- Beechwood frame.
- Adjustable headrest.
- Size (cm): Length 183 x Width 61 x Height 75.
REHABILITATION
HYDROTHERAPY
**MDH0024 THERAPEUTIC PARAFFIN OR MUD BATH**

**FEATURES**
- 18/8 stainless steel construction, with automatic temperature control up to 120°, in 1-degree increments.
- Double resistor circuit for quick heating.
- Double insulating liner to prevent contact burns.
- Appliance front panel with on/off switch, two power and on LEDs (green light denotes power on, red light means vessel is warming up).
- Temperature control combistat.
- Stainless steel lid with Bakelite handle.
- Power supply: 220V with earth. Power load: 3000W.
- Vessel internal size (cm): 49 x 29cm; Depth 22
- Overall size (cm): Length 70 x Width 40 x Height 37.
- Capacity: about 30 litres.

**MDH0028 COMPLETE 16 KG PARAFFIN REFILL**

**MDH0025 TROLLEY FOR THERAPEUTIC PARAFFIN OR MUD BATH FOR UPPER AND LOWER LIMBS TREATMENT**

**FEATURES**
- Epoxy-resin coated steel construction.
- Height adjustment by ratchet wrench-operated spindle screw system.
- Size (cm): Length 71 x Width 40 x Height max/min: 59-21.
- Capacity: about 30 litres.

**MDH0029 2 KG PARAFFIN BAR**
**MDH0003 CONTRAST BATH FOR UPPER LIMBS**

**FEATURES**
- Made of two all 18/8 stainless steel bowls on wholly stainless steel pedestal.
- Ergonomically designed, highly stable, wall-mounted support.
- The bowls are ergonomically constructed and have maximum and replacement level overflow.
- Monoblock tap with a single pivoting spout, complete with analogue thermometer for temperature control.
- 1/2-inch hot and cold water inlet piping.
- 1-1/4 inch waste.
- Bowl inside dimensions (cm): 60 x 20.5; Depth 24.
- Overall size (cm): Depth 69 x Width 56 x Height 80.

**MDH0004 CONTRAST BATH FOR LOWER LIMBS**

**FEATURES**
- Made up of two all 18/8 stainless steel bowls supported by a stainless steel lined housing with adjustable feet.
- The bowls have maximum and replacement level overflow.
- Monoblock tap with a single pivoting spout, complete with analogue thermometer for temperature control.
- 1/2-inch hot and cold water inlet piping.
- 1-1/4 inch waste.
- Bowl inside dimensions (cm): 37 x 35; Depth 36.
- Overall size of housing (cm): 85 W x 45 D x 53 H.
SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL EQUIPMENT
MDP0004 POSTURAL WEDGE
FEATURES
• Made of polyurethane foam and synthetic material.
• Size (cm): Length 23 x Width 24 x Height 10.

MDP0005 POSTURAL WEDGE
FEATURES
• Made of polyurethane foam and synthetic material.
• Size (LxWxH) (cm): 50 x 30 x 15.

MDP0006 POSTURAL WEDGE
FEATURES
• Made of polyurethane foam and synthetic material.
• Size (LxWxH) (cm): 50 x 30 x 20.

MDM0035 ROCKER BOARD
FEATURES
• For ankle stretching-extending exercises.

MDM0034 WOBBLE BOARD
FEATURES
• For ankle circumduction.
• Diameter: 35cm.

MDM0008 65x20 CM DIA. ROLL
FEATURES
• Foam rubber with synthetic cover.

MDM0008A 50x15 CM DIA. ROLL
FEATURES
• Foam rubber with synthetic cover.

MDM0009 65x30 CM DIA. ROLL
FEATURES
• Foam rubber with synthetic cover.

MDM0003 200x100x10CM MAT
FEATURES
• Foam rubber mat with laminated canvas cover, with zip and handles on sides.

MDM0004 200x200x10CM MAT

MDM0005 200x100x3CM MAT

MDM0006 200X200X3CM MAT
CERTIFICATES AND REGULATIONS

**IBV**
All the MEDISA products are compliant with Directive 93/42/EEC concerning medical devices (Annex VII).

Similarly, MEDISA has all its production assessed and certified for compliance with the ISO 9001:2000 standard requirements.

**CE**
The MEDISA products are subject to the following standards:
- EN 60601-2-38
- EN 60601-1-1-2
- EN 60601-1-2
- EN 60601-1-4
- EN 60601-1

**SGS**
CERTIFICATE No. ES06/2126
Has been assessed and certified to comply with the ISO 9001:2000 requirements for the following activities: design, manufacture, marketing and maintenance of medical beds and chairs. Marketing of hospital furniture.

OPTIMUM STABILITY AND CAPACITY

The MEDISA bed base raising system features optimum stability and load resistance. It can support weights of up to 200-230 kg depending on the selected model.